The Legend of King Arthur is arguably the most famous legend in the Western world.
The world of Arthur encompasses a great deal more than the king and his Camelot. Arthur is the
source of countless works of literature and art both ancient and modern, and his world is also the
origin for many characters that have, in the context of the Arthurian tale, been themselves the
sources of countless other works as well. Lancelot, Guenevere, Merlin, Mordred, Gareth,
Gallahad, and many others, to name only a few, are literary characters that have come from the
Arthurian legend. With the numerous peripherals associated with the Arthurian tale, it is ironic
that perhaps one of the least prominent and understood figures in Arthuriana is the king himself.
Through the many literary works that have effectively attempted to create the figure
Arthur, a fairly solid composite emerges. The events that shape the Arthurian legend are a
mixture of the historic chronology of Europe and the several ficticious stories and occurences
that took place only in the pages of literature. Though there have been scholars who have
theorized that Arthur is a shadow or a tale mirroring great Celtic or Norse kings who actually
lived and of whom we have fragmented histories, the Arthur known to the world is a character of
literature more than history. The oldest known Arthurian work is the poem Culhouch and Owlen.
Through such great authors as Geoffrey of Monmouth, Chretien de Troyes (Tristan et Iseut), Sir
Thomas Malory (Le Morte D’Arthur), Alfred Lord Tennyson (Idylls of the King), and
T.H.White(Once and Future King), Arthur has become an immortal literary phenomenon that
continues to be popular today.
The question "Did Arthur really live?" is often followed with the query "When did Arthur
live?" According to the Annales Cambriae, and Geoffrey of Monmouth's History of the Kings of
Britain, Arthur's activities belong to the fifth and/or sixth centuries AD.
The Annales Cambriae was compiled in 950s and is sometimes seen as providing good
evidence for Arthur being a historical figure. It mentions Arthur in two entries: that for A.D. 516
which tells of the "battle of Badon, in which Arthur carried the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ on
his shoulders for three days and three nights, and the Britons were the victors" and that for A.D.
537 concerning "the battle of Camlann, in which Arthur and Medraut fell".
Most modern advocates of an historical Arthur place him within this period as well.
While we may never be presented with historical proof of Arthur's existence, we can learn more
about this period in which he may have lived. In recent years, both historians and archaeologists
have shed new light on this murky and often overlooked era. The best we can say with
confidence is that there existed by the 9th-century at the latest a concept of Arthur as a historical

figure; our sources are simply not of the quality that would allow us to come to any firmer
conclusion than this.
If there is a historical basis to the character, it is clear that he would have gained fame as
a warrior battling the Germanic invaders of the late fifth and early sixth centuries. Since there is
no conclusive evidence for or against Arthur's historicity, the debate will continue. But what
cannot be denied is the influence of the figure of Arthur on literature, art, music, and society from
the Middle Ages to the present. Though there have been numerous historical novels that try to
put Arthur into a sixth-century setting, it is the legendary figure of the late Middle Ages who has
most captured the imagination. It is such a figure, the designer of an order of the best knights in
the world, that figures in the major versions of the legend from Malory to Tennyson to T. H.
White.

